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	2018 April Latest Cisco 210-260 Exam Dumps with PDF and VCE Free Updated Today! Following are some new 210-260 Real

Exam Questions:1.|2018 Latest Cisco 210-260 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 368Q

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/210-260.html2.|2018 Latest Cisco 210-260 Exam Questions & Answers

Download:https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/0B75b5xYLjSSNV1RGaFJYZkxGWFk?usp=sharingQUESTION 105How many

times was a read-only string used to attempt a write operation? A.    6B.    9C.    4D.    3E.    2Answer: BQUESTION 106What can

the SMTP preprocessor in a FirePOWER normalize?A.    It can extract and decode email attachments in client to server trafficB.    It

can look up the email senderC.    it compares known threats to the email senderD.    It can forward the SMTP traffic to an email

filter serverE.    It uses the Traffic Anomaly DetectorAnswer: AQUESTION 107You want to allow all of your companies users to

access the Internet without allowing other Web servers to collect the IP addresses of individual users. What two solutions can you

use? (Choose two).A.    Configure a proxy server to hide users local IP addressesB.    Assign unique IP addresses to all users.C.   

Assign the same IP addresses to all usersD.    Install a Web content filter to hide users local IP addressesE.    Configure a firewall to

use Port Address Translation.Answer: AEQUESTION 108Which two authentication types does OSPF support? (Choose two)A.   

plaintextB.    MD5C.    HMACD.    AES 256E.    SHA-1F.    DESAnswer: ABQUESTION 109Refer to the exhibit. The Admin user

is unable to enter configuration mode on a device with the given configuration. What change can you make to the configuration to

correct the problem? A.    Remove the Auto command keyword and arguments from the Username Admin privilege lineB.    Change

the Privilege exec level value to 15C.    Remove the two Username Admin linesD.    Remove the Privilege exec line.Answer: A

Explanation:The router just executes "show running" and disconnects if set to auto.QUESTION 110What command can you use to

verify the binding table status?A.    Show ip dhcp snooping bindingB.    Show ip dhcp snooping databaseC.    show ip dhcp snooping

statisticsD.    show ip dhcp poolE.    show ip dhcp source bindingF.    show ip dhcp snoopingAnswer: BExplanation:"show ip dhcp

snooping binding" shows the contents of the binding table, but the summary or overall status is shown by "show ip dhcp snooping

database".QUESTION 111If a switch receives a superior BPDU and goes directly into a blocked state, what mecanism must be in

use?A.    Etherchannel guardB.    root guardC.    loop guardD.    BPDU guardAnswer: DExplanation:The key here is the word

'switch'. The entire switch goes into a blocked state, meaning that it can't participate in STP, it is blocked. Root guard basically puts

the port in a listening state rather than forwarding, still allowing the device to participate in STP.QUESTION 112What type of

packet creates and performs network operations on a network device?A.    data plane packetsB.    management plane packetsC.   

services plane packetsD.    control plane packetsAnswer: DQUESTION 113Which two functions can SIEM provide? (Choose

Two)A.    Correlation between logs and events from multiple systems.B.    event aggregation that allows for reduced log storage

requirements.C.    proactive malware analysis to block malicious traffic.D.    dual-factor authentication.E.    centralized firewall

management.Answer: ABExplanation:Security Information Event Management SIEM+ Log collection of event records from

sources throughout the organization provides important forensic tools and helps to address compliance reporting requirements.+

Normalization maps log messages from different systems into a common data model, enabling the organization to connect and

analyze related events, even if they are initially logged in different source formats.+ Correlation links logs and events from disparate

systems or applications, speeding detection of and reaction to security threats.+ Aggregation reduces the volume of event data by

consolidating duplicate event records.+ Reporting presents the correlated, aggregated event data in real-time monitoring and

long-term summaries.Source: 

http://www.cisco.com/c/dam/en/us/solutions/collateral/enterprise/design-zone-smart-businessarchitecture/sbaSIEM_deployG
.pdfQUESTION 114What three actions are limitations when running IPS in promiscuous mode? (Choose three.)A.    deny attacker

B.    deny packetC.    modify packetD.    request block connectionE.    request block hostF.    reset TCP connectionAnswer: ABC
QUESTION 115Which command will configure a Cisco ASA firewall to authenticate users when they enter the enable syntax using

the local database with no fallback method?A.    aaa authentication enable console LOCAL SERVER_GROUPB.    aaa

authentication enable console SERVER_GROUP LOCALC.    aaa authentication enable console localD.    aaa authentication enable

console LOCALAnswer: D!!!!RECOMMEND!!!!1.|2018 Latest Cisco 210-260 Exam Dumps (PDF & VCE) 368Q

Download:https://www.braindump2go.com/210-260.html2.|2018 Latest Cisco 210-260 Exam Study Guide: YouTube Video: 

YouTube.com/watch?v=RmOe8jLMDJ4
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